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June Hong Kong Survey found Strong Pent-up Travel Demand Once Restrictions Eased 

ITE in August Timely Platform to Boost Recovery and Sharing of Safer Travel Products 

 

 

Does there exist in Hong Kong huge pent-up demand, and if yes how big it is? It is common knowledge 

that Hong Kong citizens love traveling! In February and March this year, thousands of them traveled to 

destinations in Asia, Europe, Africa and Latin American, and stopped by travel restrictions! 

 

To find out these answers and more, TKS the organizer of ITE, conducted a public survey in late June, 

which received over 1000 replies in 3 days using in-house data of recent past ITE public visitors.  

 

Once travel restrictions eased, how many Hongkongers will take outbound holiday at the soonest? 

The survey found 69% of the respondents will, 26% may be, and only an extremely low figure of 5% will 

not! Assuming half of the “uncertain” do, then some 80% (69 + 26/2) will make the trip! These findings 

obviously support there exist strong pent-up travel demand in Hong Kong!  

 

When respondents said at the soonest, how soon it is? The survey found 39% will travel in one or 

two months after easing, and 38% within 3 to 4 months. Adding them up, that means over two-third will do 

within 4 months after easing!   

 

Suppose travel bubble start happening in Hong Kong in July, above findings imply significant 

demands can begin say in late August. Of course, the survey can only identify preferences and their 

realization affect by factors like availability of related travel products and conflict of schedule etc.  

 

How about peak traveling seasons in the coming year? Survey found they have similar percentage 

of uncertain respondents, but percentage of saying yes is higher for Easter (62%) and summer (56%) in 

2021 than Christmas (50%) this year and Spring Festival (45%) in next January! These findings support 

business prospect of Hong Kong as source market for longer term even better!  

 

As for profile, respondents are mature (35% from 25 to 39 and 52% from 40 to 60 years old); educated 

(40% university and another 21% post-secondary); and female outnumber male by two to one!  

 

Strongly supported by the Ministry of Culture and Tourism of P.R. China, ITE is organized by TKS 

Exhibition Services Ltd., with the Hong Kong Tourism Board, Macao Government Tourism Office and Travel 

Industry Council of Hong Kong as Supporters 

 

The city’s only travel fair, ITE this year will be held from August 7 (trade only and registration is 

required) to August 8 and 9 (both public and trade) at halls 3B and 3C of the Hong Kong Convention & 

Exhibition Centre. For more information, visit www.itehk.com. For enquiries: travel@tkshk.com | Wechat: 

ite-hongkong | Tel: +852 31550600.  
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